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I. Background information

Introduction

The Spanish workshop on the REDITER project1 was held in Madrid on 13 and 14 May 2010. It 

was  organised  by  LABOUR  ASOCIADOS  with  the  support  of  CEC-UGT-Spain  endorsing  the 

project overall. The Spanish Economic and Social Commitee ofered its premises to carry out 

the workshop. 

The programme included the presence of representatves from the European Commission (DG 

Employment, Social Afairs and Equal Opportunites, Labour Law Unit), the Minister of Labour 

and Immigraton, Spanish undertakings and partner organisatons of the REDITER project such 

as ASTREES and euro-betriebsrat. 

More  than  60  people  atended  the  frst  day  of  the  seminar,  with  more  than  40  people 

atending  the  second day.  Most  partcipants  in  the  workshop were  members  of  European 

Works  Councils  and,  to  a  lesser  extent,  trade  union  ofcials  from  the  State  Industry  

Federatons.  As a result of  their  actve involvement,  the meetng was a great success.  The 

meetng  was  also  atended by  members  of  EWCs,  trade  unions  and  experts  from France,  

Germany, Italy and Romania. The list of atendants can be found in Annex II. 

This seminar coincided with the six-month Spanish Presidency of the European Union.

Objectives of the seminar

The main points of the workshop were:

− Explain and assess the new contents contained in the review of Directve 2009/38/EC and 

their implicatons in the functoning of EWCs that are currently established, that will  be 

created in the future or for which the founding agreements will be renegotated.

− The role of EWCs as transnatonal bodies of informaton and consultaton in the current 

context of economic recession and adjustments in employment and producton.

− The  obstacles  towards  the  efcient  functoning  of  transnatonal  informaton  and 

consultaton: positve and negatve experiences.

1� REDITER: “Recast European Directve - Training of EWC Representatves”
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− Explore the potental of the new recast Directve 2009/38/EC on the establishment of new 

EWCs, identfying the obstacles in their creaton, the transnatonal exchange of experiences 

and the drafing of proposals.
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II. Main Presentations

The workshop opened at a  critcal  moment,  with the announcement made by the Spanish 

government regarding the frst adjustment measures. As backdrop, the rescue of Greece, which 

in essence is the rescue of the Euro, with the threat at the tme of the same happening in  

Ireland, where a 15% decrease in the salary of civil servants had already been implemented. 

The Secretary for Trade Union Acton of UGT, Antonio Ferrer, pointed out three measures that 

had been announced by the Government one day earlier:

− Reducton in the wages of employees in the public sector.

− Freezing of pensions, for the frst tme in Spanish democracy and afectng more than 7  

million pensioners.

− Cuts in public investment.

These measures moved away from the agreements reached between the Spanish government 

and the social partners in summer 2008 to face recession. These decisions will substantally 

increase inequality and impoverish the country while the capital recovers its ability to reap 

profts.  These  measures,  together  with  the  labour  reform  unilaterally  approved  by  the 

government shortly thereafer,  gave rise to a call  to general strike which took place on 29  

September 2010. 

The freezing  of  pensions,  together  with  the increase in  VAT,  was not  going  to  restore  the  

markets’ trust in Spanish debt. On the contrary, it caused the stagnaton of growth. 

The inability  of  natonal  responses  to  face the threats  set  by  the market  and to generate 

growth conditons on their own is proof of the need for a European economic government that 

efciently defends the euro.

Given the context of fnancial and monetary disrupton which negatvely afects the actvity of  

undertakings, several EWCs have exceeded the limits set by European regulaton: not only have 

they complied with their informaton and consultaton tasks, they have tried to respond to 

workers’ problems (delocalisaton, cross-border mergers). EWCs have commited to defending 

industry and employment (for instance, in the automotve sector crisis).

The new Directive: analysis of its contents

The new Directve 2009/38/EC entered into force on 5 June 2009. From that date onwards, the 

Member States of the Union have two years to transpose the Directve into natonal legislaton 
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(untl 6 June 2011). Current legislaton (the 1994 Directve) is stll in place and enforced during 

the transpositon period. 

1.  The  new  directve  is  included  within  a  set  of  European  norms  regarding  informaton, 

consultaton and partcipaton of workers: 

At natonal level:  Framework Directve 2002/14/EC on informaton and consultaton.

Directve 98/59/EC on collectve dismissal.

Directve 2001/23/EC on the transfer of undertakings.

Framework directve 89/191/EEC on occupatonal safety and health.

At transnatonal level: Directve 2009/38/EC on European Works Councils.

Directve 2001/86/EC on the involvement of employees in the body 

of administraton of European Companies.

Directve 2003/72/EC on the involvement of employees in European 

Cooperatve Societes (2003/72/CE).

Directve 2005/56/EC on cross-border mergers.

At insttutonal level, art. 27 of the EU Charter of fundamental rights can be pointed out. This  

artcle establishes that “Workers and their representatves, at the appropriate levels, should be 

guaranteed informaton and consultaton in a tmely manner (…)"

2. The new aspects included in the Directve may be summarised as:

2.1.  It  recasts  the  following  existng  directves:  the  “original”  1994  Directve  (94/45/EC); 

Directve 97/74/EC enlarging it to United Kingdom, and Directve 2006/109/EC, the technical  

adaptaton to the latest EU enlargement. 

2.2. The Directve intends to comply with the following objectves:

• More efectve transnatonal informaton and consultaton

• More European works councils

• Link between levels of informaton and consultaton

• Legal certainty
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• Coherence in Community law

• Contnuity 

• A special role for social partners 

The Directve established new provisions when new EWCs are created:

• Responsibility of local management in informaton to give (Art.4.4)

• SNB setng up (Art.5.2b)

• Informaton to European social partners (Art.5.2c)

• Role for trade unions where wished by SNB (Art.5.4)

• Fall back rules with reinforced select commitee and consultaton (Annex)

2.4. And new provisions for EWCs that are currently established:

• Principle of efectveness and efectve decision making (art.1.2, rec.14)

• Defniton of informaton and consultaton (Art.2.1f-g, rec.21-23)

• Transnatonal competence (Art.1.3-4, rec.15-16)

• Link natonal/European (art.12, rec.37-38)

• Adaptaton clauses and procedure in case changes in make-up (art.13, rec.40)

• Collectve  representaton,  training  and  report-back  of  employee 

representatves (art.10, rec.33) 

2.5. Hence, there is no change in the regulaton of the following 

• The scope (thresholds, control)

• The priority given to negotaton at company level 

• Companies with present « artcle 13 agreements », except for the adaptaton 

clause

• Companies concluding or revising agreements in the 2-year  implementaton 

period, except for the adaptaton clause
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Transposition of the Directive into Spanish legislation

The representatve from the Ministry  of  Labour and Immigraton pointed out  that  work is 

already being carried out to transpose the European regulaton. The following legislatve texts 

are involved to this regard:

− Law 10/97, which transposed the 1994 Directve regarding EWCs into the Spanish legal 

system

− Law 38/2007, which transposed Framework Directve 2002/14/EEC. 

− Law  31/2006  of  18  October  which  transposed  the  Directves  on  the  involvement  of 

employees in both European Companies and European Cooperatve Societes. 

The  Ministry  expects  to  comply  with  the  deadlines  established  for  transpositon.  A  brief 

analysis of current legislaton shows that three types of amendment are required:

- Transpositon of the general principles, such as the Objectve (art. 1 of the Directve), that  

could  be  incorporated into  the Statement  of  Reasons  or  as  overall  informaton of  the 

regulaton

- Technical specifcatons that will be included in the new text.

- New provisions: for instance, the provisions established in art. 4 of the Directve regarding  

the establishment of the negotatng body. Both the core text of this provision and the 

Annex on Subsidiary Requirements will have to be introduced in new legislaton.

Recent experiences in the EU

Recent fgures were presented by the Social Development Agency, body linked to the European 

Trade Union Confederaton, regarding the agreements to establish EWCs registered in the data 

base  it  handles.  Similarly,  informaton  regarding  the  project  “Multnatonal  company 

restructuring:  tackling  the  impact  of  the  crisis  through  stronger  transnatonal  trade  union 

coordinaton"  was  presented.  8  European  sectoral  federatons  are  partners  in  this  project 

which is fnanced by the European Commission. The aim of this project is “to progress towards 

partcipatve models of industrial relatons in which the informaton and consultaton processes 

of  employee  representatves  are  integrated  into  a  comprehensive  strategy  of  cross-border  

trade union cooperaton aimed at ensuring a strong social dimension in the strategic decisions  

of multnatonal  companies.”

The aspects analysed by the project are:

• Restructuring measures planned by management 
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• Involvement and functoning of EWCs 

• Cooperaton and interacton of the EWC with trade unions and local bodies of 

employee representaton 

• Role of European Industry Federatons  

• The immediate response and acton taken by the EWC and trade union actors 

involved

The project analyses the 5 stages that take place in the process accompanying change and 

restructuring:

• Informaton

• Consultaton

• Coordinated acton (or in other words, coordinaton in the reacton) 

• Negotatons 

• Monitoring and follow-up
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III. Subjects debated

The main topics of debate focused on the problems detected in the functoning of some EWCs  

in practce. These topics may be grouped according to the following main axes:

1. Interpretaton and practcal implementaton of new Directve 2009/38/EC:

− Are the defnitons of informaton and consultaton established in Directve 2009/38/EC 

precise enough to be operatve?

− A more precise defniton of the obligaton to inform workers

− Uncertaintes  in  the  transiton  period  untl  the  new  Directve  is  implemented:   If  the 

agreements reached under art. 13 of the previous directve are not implemented, what 

specifc problems arise for trade union acton in the respectve countries of the partners in 

this  project?  What  problems may arise  in  practce  from the new agreements  reached 

under art. 6?

− Prospects  regarding  the  adaptaton  of  existng  agreements  depending  on  special 

circumstances.

2. Informaton fow from management, as a typical controversial issue, before and afer the 

new Directve:

• The informaton provided by the undertaking is unsuitable and/or is not the 

informaton needed or requested. It is either too much (and useless) or too 

litle: this leads to disinformaton (Faurecia).

• Scope of informaton: only transnatonal at European level, or at worldwide 

level?

• In certain cases, the difculty to distnguish where informaton ends and the 

consultaton process starts.

• The  superimposing  of  functons  of  a  EWC  in  the  contents  of  Worldwide 

Agreements

• Timely  supply  of  informaton:  No  antcipated  management  of  informaton 

exists:  what  is  informed  is  ofen  already  taking  place,  or  has  even  been 

communicated to natonal workers’ representatves already (Cargill)
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• The  distributon  of  informaton  to  EWCs  is  uneven,  depending  on  the 

undertaking and sector.

• 3. Management, importance of procedures and their interpretaton

• Maximum tme required to draf, agree and approve the minutes (L´Oreal)

• Unsuitable (and intentonal?) management from the heads of annual meetngs, 

which are the key moment in the functoning of the EWC: informaton is not  

delivered in a tmely manner but at the meetng, in practce. As a result, the 

meetng’s agenda and tme are consumed in the presentatons: there is hardly 

any tme lef for discussions.

• Obstacles  to  obtain  a  real  transnatonal  approach:  especially  at  tmes  of 

restructuring  when  the  management  of  multnatonal  undertakings  usually 

makes  the establishments  compete against  each other  based  on criteria  of 

productvity, labour costs, etc. This reinforces the natonal component within 

the EWC instead of its European perspectve.

• Diferent  views  on  consultaton/negotaton:  in  some  cases,  the  EWC 

negotates  general  agreements  at  European  level  in  practce,  such  as  a 

restructuring  process  (GM);  in  other  cases,  given  the  complexity  of  the 

problem and its natonal implicatons, most partcipants are convinced that it is 

best for the EWCs not to negotate.

• Importance of frequent (monthly) meetng with trade union sectons (Altadis)

• Terms to request meetngs.

• Presidental trend in the functoning of the Council or Restricted Bureau.

4. Suitability of the training provided to EWC members:

• Is it included in the Agreements to establish the EWC? How?

• Who chooses the topics?

5. Need for transnatonal union coordinaton: the relevance of the European coordinaton body 

(FEM), although maintaining natonal autonomy (such as in the case of GM or Bosch). This  

leads to the unionisaton of the EWCs. Due to the Eastern enlargement certain de-unionisaton 

occurred as a result of the presence of workers’ representatves chosen in their respectve 

countries by means of systems that are not comparable to those in the former EU-15.
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6. The establishment of new bodies of transnatonal informaton and consultaton as a result of  

a merger in which the new dominatng undertaking/corporaton has a diferent culture: this is 

the case of the Employees’ Forum at Imperial Tobacco with regard to the EWC at Altadis. 

7. Importance of procedures and their interpretaton:

• Monthly meetng with trade union sectons (Altadis)

• Terms to request meetngs.

• Maximum tme required to draf, agree and approve the minutes (L´Oreal)

• Presidental trend in the functoning of the Council or Restricted Bureau.

8. Problems in the EWC to value any issues, generally as a result of the management’s lack of 

interest:

• Formal procedures are complied with (meetngs, delivery of informaton, etc.), 

but no informaton is provided about the closing down of establishments: that 

is, they are useless in practce (Cadbury-Kraf).

• The consultaton process is not undertaken.

• The functoning of the EWC is budgeted within the marketng item, together 

with CSR.

• Efcacy of the informaton transferred to workers: difculty to guarantee the 

transfer  of  true and  suitable  informaton to  workers  if  there  is  no  suitable 

union representaton and if there are only yellow and natonalist trade unions 

present, as in the anomalous case of the retail distributon sector in Spain.

• Limitatons to consider  informaton confdental:  this  happens in all  sectors, 

and not only in sensitve sectors such as the fnance sector. Overall, it depends 

on the business culture in each country with regard to this topic. European 

legislaton is deliberately ambiguous on this topic as it is a delicate mater. 

• Informaton to workers must be simultaneously viewed as a communicaton 

strategy,  an  opportunity  to  communicate  with  workers  and  make  them 

partcipate in the running of the EWC, increasing their trust in this body. 

9. Lack of self-critcism: internal problems in the functoning of current EWCs:
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• What is the specifc mandate of EWC representatves? What is their duty and 

responsibility towards the trade union (in the case the union appoints them) 

and the workers (in their establishment, the undertaking they belong to, their  

country…)

• What is the work agenda, acton programme of EWC representatves? What 

are their priorites? Are they planned, agreed with their trade union, with the 

workers they represent?

• What support does the trade union ofer EWC members? What training do 

they receive when they become part of the EWC? What work plan and specifc 

calendar are they entrusted? (Atending meetngs, drafing reports or notes,  

disseminaton of the meetngs…) 

• What system exists to make membership to a EWC and other trade union or 

worker representaton responsibilites compatble?

• What  type  of  policy  or  relatonship  exists  with  regards  to  non-union  EWC 

members? 

10. Other topics raised were:

• Role played by informaton and consultaton in the EWC in undertakings and 

groups of undertakings in crisis, including staf restructuring processes.

• Coordinaton  and  communicaton  of  the  EWC  with  instances  of  worker 

representaton at natonal level.

• Other tool used (recourse to external experts, etc.)

Shortfalls identified in the training of EWC members

The members of the EWCs pointed out priority aspects that should be taken into account in the 

training they receive, and which could be classifed as follows:

− Specifc training as a EWC member

• Group meetng/discussion/work techniques:

Learning to listen

Detectng what is relevant

Learning to summarise
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• In-depth knowledge of corporate, productve and sectoral aspects in which the 

undertaking works  (sometmes,  the multnatonal company works in several 

sectors and in diferent business lines).

• Communicaton and disseminaton strategies

• Tools to access informaton

• Inital training of new EWC members

• Natonal systems of representaton and partcipaton of workers across the EU

− General Union training

• Languages

• European social dialogue

• Negotaton 

• History of European unionism

Final considerations: National and European context

1. The new Directve is a lukewarm review of the former Directve, although it has met some of  

the trade union requests; amongst others, guaranteeing greater union presence. The changes 

introduced by the new Directve 2009/38/EC should favour the revitalisaton of transnatonal 

informaton and consultaton procedures in the mid term. Amongst other positve efects, it 

should  also  contribute  to  strengthen  coordinaton  in  the  actvites  between  EWC  and  the 

bodies of representaton of workers at natonal level. 

2. The new Directve 2009/38/EC has entered into force in a special context as a result of:

− The severe fnancial, economic and social crisis, projected into the politcal sphere both at  

natonal and European level.

− Increasing  Europeanisaton  of  industrial  relatons,  although  the  European  legislatve 

impetus on social and labour issues has decreased drastcally since the start of the decade  

now ending. Moreover, the legislatve initatves that have most recently been promoted, 
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such as the review of the Directve on work tme organisaton, have given rise to great  

social controversy and have been rejected by trade unions.

− At government level, there is an increasing return to natonalism in economic policy, which  

undermines the difcult European constructon process. Paradoxically, this reacton takes 

place when the need for European coordinaton on monetary, economic and fscal policy is  

even greater.

3. The current economic crisis, and its impact on employment and work organisaton within 

undertakings and establishments, has clearly borne out the need for an efcient response from 

EWC. The pressing need for agreements to limit the damage caused by falling levels of actvity 

and demand, as well as the discussion of future industrial plans, have shown, once again, the 

usefulness  of  the transnatonal  informaton and  consultaton.  Especially  when this  body is  

respected by the undertaking and valued with true spirit of cooperaton. The agreements to 

reduce working hours to avoid dismissal (“short-tme arrangements”) reached in industry are a  

good example of this. 

4. In this context, EWCs can contribute to dampen the harsh efects of recession. There are 

clear examples of this, when looking some cases of companies restructuring. However, the risk  

also exists that the efect of the crisis, which afects specifc establishments and countries, may 

also give rise to a “natonalist” feeling within the EWCs as a result of labour conficts being  

transferred to the local and natonal levels.

5. Trade union actvity has become increasingly internatonal as a consequence of fnancial  

mobility within EU territory, the internal market and globalisaton itself. Undertakings operate 

in markets which are connected or, at the least, co-dependent, as the efects of the current 

crisis are making quite clear. Within this context, transnatonal informaton and consultaton 

between worker representatves becomes a permanent actvity, and the EWCs an instrument 

whose  use  has  already  been  demonstrated,  just  as  has  the need  for  improvements  in  its  

efciency. The EWC is connected to the idea of contributng towards the building of a true 

European trade union, from the undertaking: it is European trade union acton par excellence.

6.  Despite the advances made and the establishment of trade union partcipaton in EWCs, 

there is stll a lot to be done with regard to the training of EWC members (unionised and non-

unionised) in general. The resources provided are not high and tme availability is short. As a 

result, the role they play may at tmes be limited. 

7. Enlarging perspectves: beyond the actons taken by each trade union or Federaton in each 

sector, a multsectoral refecton would be advisable as it provides elements for comparison 

and exchange of experiences that may improve the functoning and capacites of a EWC.
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8. There are stll few EWCs established pursuant to Spanish legislaton in 2010. However, the 

situaton has improved and has become relatvely normal: EWCs have at least been established 

in the two large Spanish banks. At the Confederate Congress of 2009, UGT approved, within the 

Acton  Programme,  a  chapter  on  European  and  internatonal  trade  union  acton.  It  thus 

acknowledges that European trade union acton is part of everyday union acton: it is not part 

of foreign afairs but of trade union policy. European social dialogue at insttutonal level and 

the meetngs with ECFIN are proof of this. The subjects discussed therein afect the day-to-day 

of economy and, therefore, of trade union acton.

The following issues stll have to be solved in Spain:

• Improve coordinaton between Federatons and EWC members 

• Promote new EWCs: only 20% of 22 non-instrumental producton undertakings 

listed in IBEX-35 have established a EWC.
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ANNEX 1. Working programme

European Workshop

Challenges facing European Works Councils in the current crisis: the 

recast of Directve 2009/38/EC

May 13-14, 2010 

Headquarters of Spain’s Consejo Económico y Social.

Huertas 73, Madrid

Working programme

May 13

9.00 - 9.30: Recepton for partcipants

9.30 – 10.00: Seminar introducton and presentaton

− Antonio Ferrer. Confederate Secretary of Trade Union UGT

− Ricardo Rodríguez Contreras. LABOUR ASOCIADOS. Coordinator of the REDITER project in 

Spain.

10.00 - 11.30: Analysis of the recast of Directve 2009/38/EC on European Works Councils: the  

possibilites  ofered  by  the  recast  framework  regarding  informaton  and  transnatonal  

consultaton for co-ordinated trade-union acton, both at natonal and trans-natonal levels.

Details of the transpositon of Directve 2009/38/EC into the natonal legislatons

Evelyne  Pichot:  European  Commission.  DG  Employment,  Social  Afairs  and  Equal 

Opportunites. Department of Labour Law

Previsions for the transpositon of the Directve in Spain

Luz Blanco Temprano. Spanish Ministry of Labour and Immigraton

11.30 – 11.45: Cofee Break

11.45 – 13.30. Round Table

Potental ways the recast Directve may be applied: the vision of social agents

− Mariano Alonso: HHRR Manager from the undertaking EADS

− Javier Urbina. MCA-UGT (Metalworkers Federaton)
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Moderator:  Claude  Emmanuel  Triomphe.  ASTREES (Associaton  Travail,  Emploi,  Europe  et 

Société, Paris). Coordinator of the REDITER project in the European Union

General discussion 

13.30- Lunch

15.30 - 18.00

Discussion topic:  How can the  European Works  Council  members’  acton and management  

capabilites be improved in the current crisis?

Introductory presentaton: Marina Monaco (Social Development Agency) 

Moderator: Werner Altemeyer. euro-betriebsrat – Germany

Sectoral examples of good practce related to:

− How to improve the trans-natonal exchange of informaton between EWC members, both 

between themselves as well as in natonal instances of worker representaton?

− How to improve EWC member capabilites and competencies?

− How to improve cohesion between EWC members?

Presentatons by EWC European Union experts and members

General discussion 

May 14

09.00 - 11.00

Recent cases of EWC crisis management: key factors in internatonal trade-union acton

Presentatons by EWC European Union experts and members

11.00 – 11.15. Cofee break

11.15 – 13.00

Obstacles in the formaton of new EWCs in specifc sectors/business groups 

Examples of trade-union acton organisaton in diferent Member States

Debate and proposals

13.00. Close

13.30- Lunch
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ANNEX 2. Participants

NAME/SECTOR ORGANISATIÓN/EUROPEAN WORKS COUNCIL

1. Ricardo Rodríguez LABOUR ASOCIADOS

2. Claude  Emmanuel 

Triomphe

ASTREES

3. Evelyne Pichot European Commission

4. Werner Altemeyer euro-betriebsrat

5. Marina Monaco SDA -ETUC

6. Adrian Soare EWC UNICREDIT

7. Laura Oprea EWC ALCATEL LUCENT

8. Mariano Alonso Human Resources Director ADS

9. Antonio Ferrer Saís Secretary Trade Union CEC-UGT

METALWORKERS AND CONSTRUCTION (MCA)

10. Javier Lahilla EWC BSH (Bosch Siemens Hausgeräte)

11. Francisca Ros EWC SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

12. Daniel Argente F EWC AURECIA

13. José Manuel Bernal EWC ROCA

14. José Juan Arcéiz EWC General Motors-GM

15. Jesús Acevedo EWC AREVA

16. Hugo R. Álvarez EWC GENERAL DYNAMICS

17. Amaro García EWC ABB

18. Tomás Alonso Tenorio EWC BOSCH

19. Domingo Domínguez EWC EIFAGGE

20. Alejandro Pérez Osorio EWC EADS
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21. Marcelino  Márquez 

Hervás

EWC ALCATEL LUCENT

22. Jan Voets Responsible  ACV-BI  Belgium  and   EWC Coordinator  FETCM 

(Eifage, Etex)

23. Gianni Alliot Internatonal Relatons FIM-CISL Italy and Coordintorr FEM in 

EWC INDESIT

24. Patrick Correa Internatonal Relatons Responsible FM-CFTC France

25. Javier Urbina Responsible for Internacional Cabinet MCA-UGT

26. Gracia de Juana EWC Coordinator  - MCA-UGT

27. Tina Martnez Riaza Lawyer MCA-UGT

TRANSPORTS AND TELECOM (TCM)

28. Daniel Sancha Sánchez Coordinator UGT GRUPO ABERTIS

29. Joan Muntada i Hars Secretary General ACESA -UGT

30. José Carmona Valera President Works Cuncil TRADIA

31. Marta Hernando Guijarro Technical Cabinet- sectoral collectve bargaining 

32. Diego Buenestado García Responsible Union –Roads and Urban transport Sectors

33. Alfredo Pérez Martn EWC VODAFONE

34. José María Alcalá Esteban EWC ORANGE

35. Amparo Sánchez García Internatonal Relatons Secretary TCM-UGT

ENERGY, CHEMISTRY AND INDUSTRY (FIA)

36. Fermín  Menéndez 

Cuervo

EWC SAINT GOBAIN  

37. Juan Carlos García EWC L’OREAL 

38. Miguel García EWC AGC FLAT GLASS IBERICA 

39. Francisco Tamarit EWC PILKINGTON AUTOMOTIVE 

40. Francisco Ligero EWC ESTORA ENSO  
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41. Jesus Delgado EWC BRIDGESTONE

42. Justo Monge EWC L’OREAL

Commerce and HORECA (FECHTJ)

43. Emilio Ferrero López Secretario Internacional FECHTJ

44. Cristna Estévez Commerce Secretary FETCHJ-UGT

45. Juan Sánchez EWC CARREFOUR

46. Roberto Puga EWC ALCAMPO

47. José Luis Solano EWC FNAC

48. Ana San Martno EWC MAKRO

49. Virginia Rabadán  EWC MEDIA MARKT

50. Agustn Pastor EWC COMPASS-EUREST

AGRICULTURE, FOOD&BEVERADGES (FTA)

51. Belén Bueno Masa EWC CADBURY

52. Martn Terreros Santn EWC ALTADIS

53. José  Meseguer 

Sánchez 

EWC CARGILL

54. Ana García Hervás Técnico  Federación

CEC-UGT

55. José Luis Aramburu

Confederate cabinet56. Susana Bravo

57. Martn Hermoso

EDUCATION (FETE)

58. Felisa  Hernández 

Girón 
Secretario Federal de Acción sindical
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59. Jesús  Isidoro  Gualix 

Muñoz

Secretario  Federal  de  Enseñanza  Privada  y  Negociación 

Colectva 

BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES (FES)

60. Evangelina  Rodríguez 

Mezquita
Transcon W.W. Spain

61. Antonio Pereda Mora T-Systems

62. Susana Heras Sitel Iberica Teleservices

63. Miguel Gersol EWC Grupo Santander

64. Francisco Ruíz EWC Grupo BBVA

65. Olga Marco Lloyds Bank
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